## POWERTRAIN SUPPLIERS BY PRODUCT CATEGORY

### About this Listing:
Companies that supply products to the powertrain aftermarket are listed in alphabetical order. Because data changes frequently, only organizations that have updated information with Transmission Digest in the recent past are included. Every precaution has been taken in the preparation of these listings, however, the publisher assumes no liability for errors or omissions.

Bracketed codes, where available from the supplier, show additional information:
- M=Manufacturer, R=Remanufacturer, D=Distributor, L=Light Duty, H=Heavy Duty, O=OEM New, A=Aftermarket New, P=Professional, S=Service, 
- R=Remanufactured, C=Cores, U=Used
- Items in RED are marketed only via distributors

### 1-Automatic Transmission Assemblies
- 1 A/T Stock Replacement Transmissions
- 2 A/T Auxiliary Transmissions
- 3 A/T Stock Replacement Transfer Cases
- 95 A/T Performance/Racing Transmissions
- 96 A/T Perf/Race Transfer Cases

- **Alliance Industries LLC-[LMH][R] 1, 3, 95**
- **Alto Products Corp-[L][A] 2**
- **ATI Performance Products Inc.-[MH][A] 95**
- **Automatic Choice Ltd-[L][C] 3**
- **Automatic Transmission Design-[L][R] 1, 2, 3, 95, 96**
- **Bowler Performance Transmissions-[L] 95**
- **C&I Japanese Engine Inc-[LM][RCU] 1**
- **California Trans. Products (CALTRANS)-[LM][RCU] 2, 3**
- **Certified Transmission Inc-[LMH][R] 1, 3, 95**
- **Cobra Transmission Parts-[LMH][R] 1, 3**
- **DTP Transmission Parts/Durabuilt Converters-95**
- Dynamic Racing Transmissions-[MH][A] 1, 95
- **ERIKSSON INDUSTRIES-[L][R] 1**
- **ETE REMAN-[LM][R] 1, 3**
- **European Transmissions, LLC-[LM][R] 1, 3**
- Eurotrans-[L][R] 2
- **Evolution Driveline-[LM][R] 3**
- Fatsico Transmission Parts-[LM][OARU] 1, 2
- **G-Cor Automotive-[LMH][CU] 3**
- **Goerend Transmission Inc-[LMH][ARC] 1, 95**
- **H & A Transmission Inc-[L][R] 1**
- **Jasper Engines & Transmissions-[LM][R] 1, 2, 3, 95**
- **JP Transmission Recycling Inc-[LM][CU] 1, 3**
- **Karmatic Automotive-[LMH][ARC] 1, 2, 3, 95, 96**
- **King-O-Matic Industries Ltd-[L][R] 1, 3, 95, 96**
- **Libson Twin City Auto & Truck Parts and Services-[LMH][OARU] 1, 3**
- **Matsch BTA Inc-[LMH][RCU] 1, 2, 3, 95**
- **Mayfair Gearbox (Pty) Ltd-[LMH][RCU] 1, 3**
- **Midwest Transmission Center Inc-[LM][R] 1, 3, 96**
- **Midwest Transmission Supply (MTS)-[LMH][CU] 1, 95**
- **Milestone Inventions-[LMH][R] 1, 3, 95**
- **MOVERAS LLC-[LM][R] 1, 2**
- **Nogalaics Gear Company-[LMH][CU] 1, 3, 95, 96**
- **Omega Machine & Tool Inc.-96**
- **Parts-Link Worldwide LLC-[L][RCU] 1, 2, 3**
- **PDQ Automatic Transmission Parts-[LMH][R] 1**
- Performance Torque Converters (PTC)-[L][AR] 95
- **Portland Transmission Warehouse-[L][R] 95**
- Professional Transmission & Converter-[LMH][R] 1
- **Powerforce-[LMH][R] 1, 95**
- **Rockland Standard Gear Inc.-[M][AR] 1, 2, 96**
- **SunCoast Converters-[L][AR] 95**
- **Transfer Case Express-[TCE]-[LM][R] 1, 3, 96**
- **Transmission Exchange Co-[LMH][R] 1, 2, 3, 95, 96**
- **Transmission Parts Unlimited-(T.P.U.)-(LMH)[CU] 1, 3**
- **Transmission Remanufacturing Co. LLC (TRC)-[LMH][R] 1, 3, 95**
- **Transmission Specialties-[HM][A] 95**
- **Transtar Industries-[LMH][R] 1, 2, 3, 95**
- **Untrans-[LMH][OARU] 1**
- **VTP South LLC-[LMH][CU] 1**
- **Weller Auto Parts Inc.-[L][RCU] 1, 3**
- **Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT)-[LMH][R] 1, 3, 95**
- **Wolfpack Enterprises [Cores]-[C] 1, 3, 95, 96**
- **ZF Services LLC-[L][R] 1**
- **Zumbrota Drivetrain-[OR] 3**

### 2-Manual Transmission Assemblies
- 1 Manual Stock Replacement Transmissions
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2. Manual Auxiliary Transmissions
3. Manual Stock Replacement Transfer Cases
95. Manual Perf/Race Transmissions
96. Manual Perf/Race Transfer Cases

Assemblies

- Zumbrota Drivetrain {OAR} 2, 3
- ZF Services LLC {L}{R} 1
- Wolfpack Enterprises (Cores) {C} 2, 3
- Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT) {LMH}{R} 1, 2
- West Coast Standards {LMH}{ARCU} 1, 95
- Transstar Industries {LMH}{OAR} 1, 2
- Transmission Remanufacturing Co. LLC (TRC) {LMH}{AR} 1, 2
- Transmission Exchange Co. {LMH}{AR} 1, 95
- Transmission Reconditioning Co. LLC (TRC) {LMH}{AR} 1, 2
- Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT) {LMH}{OAR} 1, 95
- Zumbrota Drivetrain {OAR} 2, 3

3. Hybrid Transmissions

- A & A Transmission {LM}{OAR} 1, 2
- Alto Products Corp {LMH}{OARU} 1, 2
- Boninfante Friction & Racing {LMH}{OARU} 2
- C & T Japanese Engine Inc {LMH}{ORCU} 1, 2, 3
- Certified Transmission Inc {LMH}{AR} 1
- Eurotrans {LMH}{AR} 1
- JP Transmission Recycling Inc {LMH}{AR} 1
- KC Transmission Parts {LMH}{OAR} 1, 2
- Kenny’s Pulling Parts {LMH}{AR} 2
- King-O-Matic Industries Ltd {LMH}{AR} 1, 2
- Mayfair Gearbox Pty Ltd {LMH}{AR} 2
- Milestone Inventions {LMH}{AR} 1
- Nogalitos Gear Company {LMH}{AR} 1
- Transmission Remanufacturing Co. LLC (TRC) {LMH}{AR} 1, 2
- Tristar Industries {LMH}{AR} 1
- Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT) {LMH}{OAR} 1
- Wolfpack Enterprises (Cores) {LMH}{OAR} 1

4. Manual Clutches

1. Stock Replacement Manual Clutches

95. Perf/Race Manual Clutches

- A & A Transmission {LMH}{AR} 1, 95
- All-Trans Manual {LMH}{OARU} 1
- Alto Products Corp {LMH}{OARU} 1, 2
- Boninfante Friction & Racing {LMH}{OARU} 2
- C & T Japanese Engine Inc {LMH}{ORCU} 1, 2, 3
- Certified Transmission Inc {LMH}{AR} 1
- Eurotrans {LMH}{AR} 1
- JP Transmission Recycling Inc {LMH}{AR} 1
- KC Transmission Parts {LMH}{OAR} 1, 2
- Kenny’s Pulling Parts {LMH}{AR} 2
- King-O-Matic Industries Ltd {LMH}{AR} 1, 2
- Mayfair Gearbox Pty Ltd {LMH}{AR} 2
- Milestone Inventions {LMH}{AR} 1
- Nogalitos Gear Company {LMH}{AR} 1
- Transmission Remanufacturing Co. LLC (TRC) {LMH}{AR} 1, 2
- Tristar Industries {LMH}{AR} 1
- Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT) {LMH}{OAR} 1
- Wolfpack Enterprises (Cores) {LMH}{OAR} 1

2. CVT Transmissions

3. Dual-Clutch Transmissions

5. Torque Converters

1. Stock Replacement Torque Converters

2. Torque Converter Cores

30. O.E.M. Converter Manufacturer

95. Perf/Race Torque Converters

- A & A Transmission {LMH}{OARU} 1, 95
- Advanced Torque Converter Svc {LMH}{OAR} 1, 95
- Alliance Industries LLC {LMH}{OARU} 1
- Auto Trans Ltd {LMH}{OARU} 1, 95
- Automatic Choice Ltd {LMH}{OARU} 1
- Automatic Transmission Design {LMH}{OARU} 1, 95
- Biltron Automotive Products {LMH}{ARCU} 1, 2, 95
- Buffalo Engine Components {LMH}{ARCU} 1, 2, 95
- C & T Japanese Engine Inc {LMH}{ORCU} 1
- California Transmission Products {LMH}{ORCU} 1
- Circle D Specialties {LMH}{OARU} 1, 95
- Consolidated Vehicle Converters {LMH}{ARCU} 1, 95
- Delta Transmission Parts {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Dynamic Powertrain Reman LLC {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Eixon Industries {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Eurotrans {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- EVT Parts {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- EXEDY Globalparts Corp {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Dynamic Powertrain Reman LLC {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Dynamic Powertrain Reman LLC {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Fatsco Transmission Parts {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Florida Torque Converter {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- G-Cor Automotive {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Goerend Transmission Inc {LMH}{ARCU} 1, 2, 95
- J & K Converters Ltd 95
- Jasper Engines & Transmissions {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- K C Transmission Parts {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- King-O-Matic Industries Ltd {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Matech BTA Inc {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Mayfair Gearbox Pty Ltd {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Midwest Transmission Parts {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Midwest Transmission Parts {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Milestone Inventions {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Nogalitos Gear Company {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Transmission Remanufacturing Co. LLC (TRC) {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Tristar Industries {LMH}{ARCU} 1
- Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT) {LMH}{OAR} 1
- Wolfpack Enterprises (Cores) {LMH}{OAR} 1

3. Other Transmission Assemblies

1. CVT Transmissions

2. Dual-Clutch Transmissions
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7-Differentials

1. ... Differentials Stock Replacement Units

95. HD/Perf Differentials

A & A Transmission - [LM][ARU] 1, 95
All-Trans Manual - [LM][R] 1
Alto Products Corp - [LM][A] 1
Automatic Transmission Design - [LM][AR] 1, 95
Buffalo Engine Components - [LMH][U] 1
California Trans. Products (CALTRANS) - [LM][R] 1
Evolution Driveline - [LM][R] 1
Jasper Engines & Transmissions - [LM][R] 1
JP Transmission Recycling Inc. - [LM][C] 1
K.C. Trans Parts - [LMH][A] 1, 95
Karamatic Automotive - [LMH][ARC] 1
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd. - [LMH][AR] 1, 95
Lincof Custom Auto & Truck Parts and Services - [LMH][OAR] 1
Mayfair Gearbox (Pty) Ltd - [LMH][RCU] 1
Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP) - [LMH][R] 1
Midwest Transmission Center Inc. - [LMH][R] 1
Nogalitos Gear Company - [LMH][OAR] 1
Parts Link Worldwide LLC - [OC] 1
ProvenForce - [LMH][R] 1
Randys Worldwide - [LMH][A] 1, 95
Rockland Standard Gear Inc. - [LMH][OR] 1
The Gear Box - [LMH][OR] 1
Total Transmissions LLC - [LMH][RCU] 1

Transmission Remanufacturing Co. LLC (TRC) - [LMH][R] 1
Unitrans - [OAR] 1
Weller Auto Parts Inc. - [LMH][ARC] 1
West Coast Standards - [LMH][OARU] 1, 95
Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT) - [LMH][A] 1
Zumbrota Drivetrain - [LMH][R] 1

8-Valve Bodies

1. ... Valve Bodies

30. O.E.M. New Valve Bodies

95. Perf/Race Valve Bodies

98. Antique Valve Bodies

A & A Transmission - [LMH][ARU] 1, 95
Alto Products Corp - [LMH][A] 1, 95
ATI Performance Products Inc. - [LMH][AR] 1, 95
Automatic Choice Ltd - [LMH][OAR] 1
Automatic Transmission Design - [LMH][R] 1
Buffalo Engine Components - [LMH][U] 1
California Trans. Products (CALTRANS) - [LMH][R] 1
Central Valve Bodies - [LMH][R] 1
Cobra Transmission Parts - [LMH][R] 1
DTP Transmission Parts/Durabuilt Converters - [LMH][U] 1
Ertikson Industries - [LMH][U] 1
European Transmissions, LLC - [LMH][R] 1
Evolvlabs - [LMH][U] 1
EVT Parts - [LMH][RCU] 1
Fatso Transmission Parts - [LMH][R] 1
95
G-Cor Automotive - [LMH][CU] 98
GearSpeed - [LMH][CU] 1
Goerend Transmission Inc - [LMH][ARC] 1, 95
JP Transmission Recycling Inc. - [LMH][RCU] 1
K.C. Trans Parts - [LMH][A] 1, 30, 95, 98
Karamatic Automotive - [LMH][ARC] 1, 95
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd. - [LMH][ARC] 1, 95
Matech BTA Inc. - [LMH][RCU] 1
Mayfair Gearbox (Pty) Ltd - [LMH][RCU] 1
Mid America Parts & Cores - [LMH][AU] 1
Mid States Transmission Parts - [MSTP] - [LMH][R] 1, 95
Midwest Transmission Supply - [MTR] - [LMH][R] 1
Nogalitos Gear Company - [LMH][ARC] 1, 95, 98
Part-Rite - [LMH][R] 1
Parts Link Worldwide LLC - [OC] 1, 30
Portland Transmission Warehouse - [LMH][R] 1, 95
Sonnax - [LMH][R] 1
SunCoast Converters - [LMH][A] 1
Toledo Driveline LLC - [LMH][OR] 1
Transmission Exchange Co. - [LMH][R] 1
Transmission Parts Unlimited (T.P.U.) - [LMH][OAR] 1, 95
Transmission Specialties - [LMH][A] 1, 95
Unitrans - [OAR] 1
Valve Body Pro - [LMH][R] 1

9-Driveshaft Assemblies

1. ... Driveshafts - Stock

2. ... Driveshafts - Heavy Duty

95. Perf/Race Driveshafts

A & A Transmission - [LMH][AR] 1, 2, 95
Automatic Transmission Design - [LMH][AR] 95
K.C. Trans Parts - [LMH][A] 1, 2, 95
Karamatic Automotive - [LMH][ARC] 1, 95
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd. - [LMH][RCU] 1
Matech BTA Inc. - [LMH][ARC] 1
Mayfair Gearbox (Pty) Ltd - [LMH][RCU] 1, 2
Midwest Transmission Center Inc. - [LMH][R] 1
ProvenForce - [LMH][OAR] 1, 95
Randys Worldwide - [LMH][A] 1, 2
Transtar Industries - [LMH][R] 1, 95
Unitrans - [OAR] 1, 2, 95
Wesco Transmission Parts Inc. - [LMH][R] 1

10-Automatic Hard Parts

0. ... Full Line Automatic Transmission Hard Parts

1. ... Bearings

2. ... Clutch Drums/Clutch Drum Assemblies

3. ... Flex Plates/Flex Plate Assemblies

4. ... Gears

5. ... Governors

6. ... Pump Components

7. ... Pumps

8. ... Shafts: Input/Output

95. Perf/Race Hard Parts

98. Antique Unit Hard Parts

A & A Transmission - [LMH][ARU] 1
Alto Products Corp - [LMH][A] 2, 95, 98
ATI Performance Products Inc. - [LMH][A] 2, 95, 98
Automatic Choice Ltd - [LMH][OAR] 1
Automatic Transmission Design - [LMH][AR] 95
Boninfante Friction & Racing - [LMH][OAR] 1
Buffalo Engine Components - [LMH][OAR] 1
Full Line
Cobra Transmission Parts - [LMH][OAR] 1
DTP Transmission Parts/Durabuilt Converters - [LMH][OAR] 1
Dynamic Racing Transmissions - [LMH][A] 2, 3, 6, 8
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Eriksson Industries-[LM][O] Full Line
Eurotrans-[LM][R] Full Line
EVT Parts-[LMH][OARU] Full Line
Fatsco Transmission Parts-[LM][OARU] Full Line
G-Cor Automotive-[LMH][OARCU] Full Line
GearSpeed-[LM][OARU] Full Line
GFX Inc.-[LM][OARU] Full Line
Goerend Transmission Inc-[LMH][OA] Full Line
JP Transmission Recycling Inc.-[LMH][RCU] Full Line
Karkan Automotive-[LMH][A] Full Line, 98
Kenny’s Pulling Parts-[A] Full Line
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line, 98
Koyo Brand Bearings-[LMH][OA] 1
Motech BTA Inc.-[LM][RCU] Full Line
Mayfair Gearbox (Pty) Ltd-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Mid America Parts & Cores-[LM][A] Full Line
Mid States Transmission Parts-[LMH][OARU] Full Line
Midwest Transmission Center Inc-[LMH][R] 08
Midwest Transmission Supply-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
NATPRO-[LMH][OARCU] Full Line
Nogalitos Gear Company-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Omega Machine & Tool Inc.-[LM][R] 4, 8, 95
PA-Cargo - Parts Authority-[LM][A] Full Line
Parts R-Te [LM]- Full Line
Parts 4 Automatics-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Parts-Link Worldwide LLC-[OCU] Full Line
PGD Automatic Transmission Parts-[LMH][ARU] Full Line
Portland Transmission Warehouse-[LMH][OAR] Full Line
Precision International-[LMH][A] Full Line, 98
ProTorque Performance Products-[A] 3
Schaeffler Group USA Inc-[LMH][OA] 1
Seal Aftermarket Products-[SAP]-[LMH][OA] 4, 6, 95
Sonmax-[LMH][A] 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8
Stellar Automotive Group-[LMH][A] Full Line
SunCoast Converters-[H][A] 2, 3, 6, 7, 8
Superior Transmission Parts Inc-[LMH][A] 6
TeckPak/Fitzall-[LMH][A] 1, 8
Toledo Driveline LLC-[LMH][OARU] Full Line
Total Transmissions LLC-[LMH][RCU] Full Line
Trans Machine-[LMH][RU] 2, 4, 6, 7, 8
Transmission Exchange Co-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line, 98
Transmission Parts Unlimited-[TPU]-[LMH][OARCU] Full Line
Transmission Specialties-[LMH][OA] 1, 7, 8
Transstar Industries-[LMH][OARU] Full Line
Tri Component Products Corp-[LMH][A] 5,
98
Unitrans-[OARCU] Full Line
VTP South LLC-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Wescoo Transmission Parts Inc-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT)-[LMH][OARCU] Full Line
Wolfpack Enterprises [Cores]-[OCU] 95
ZF Services LLC-[LM][A] Full Line

11-Other Automatic Transmission Components

0 ... Full Line Other Automatic Transmission Components
1 .... Bands
2.... Bushings
3 .... Clutch Kits/Modules
4 .... Clutch Retainers
5 .... Detent Cable Assemblies
6 ... Discs: Friction
7 .... Discs: Steel
8 ... Drive Chains
9 ... Filtration: Transmission Filters/Filter Kits
10 ... Filtration: Magnetic Particle Removers
11 ... Friction Materials
12 ... Gaskets
13 ... Linkage Service Items
14 ... Modulators/Clips/Hoses
15 ... Molded Servo Pistons
16 ... Mounts: Transmission/Engine
17 ... O-Rings
18 ... Overdrive Controllers
19 ... Rollers
20 ... Rotors
21 ... Sealing Rings: Metal/Teflon
22 ... Seals: Lip
23 ... Seals: Metal Clad
24 ... Shims
25 ... Sleeves
26 ... Solenoid Control Module
27 ... Solenoids/Connectors/Switches/Kits

28 ... Speedometer Gears
29 ... Springs/Washers/Small Hardware
30 ... Thrust Bearings
31 ... Thrust Washers
32 ... Transmission Pans
33 ... On-Vehicle Transmission Controllers - Performance
34 ... On-Vehicle Transmission Controllers - Stock
35 ... Services: TCM Diagnostics/Reprogramming
36 ... Sensors - Speed, Etc.
37 ... TCMS/PCMs
98 ... Antique Automatic Components
A & Transmission-[LM][OAR] Full Line
Airsept Inc-[LMH][OA] 9
Allomatic Products-[LMH][OA] 1, 7, 10, 12, 27
Alto Products Corp-[LMH][A] 5, 7, 8, 10,
12, 21, 22, 23
ATI Performance Products Inc-[LMH][A]
Full Line
Automatic Choice Ltd-[LM][OAR] Full Line
Automatic Transmission Design-[LMH][AR] Full Line
Boninfonte Friction & Racing-[LMH][AR] 2, 6
BorgWarner Transmission Products LLC-
[LMH][OAR] 1, 3, 6, 7, 26
Buffalo Engine Components-[LMH][OARU] Full Line
BushingFax-[LM][A] 2
California Trans. Products-[CALTRANS]-[LMH][AR] Full Line
DTP Transmission Parts/Durabuilt Converters-
[AR] Full Line
Dura-Bond-[LMH][AR] 2
Dynamic Racing Transmissions-[LMH][AR] 7, 8, 13
Eriksson Industries-[LM][OAR] Full Line
European Transmissions, LLC-[LMH][AR] 7, 8
Eurotrans-[LMH][RO] Full Line
EVT Parts-[LMH][OARU] Full Line
EXEDY Globalparts Corp/Formerly Daikin Clutch-[LMH][OARU] 7
Fatsco Transmission Parts-[LMH][OARU] Full Line
Freudenberg-NOK [TransTec]-[LMH]-
[OA] 12, 13, 16, 22, 23, 32
G-Cor Automotive-[LMH][OARCU] Full Line, 98
GearSpeed-[LM][OCU] 27
GFX Inc.-[LMH][OARCU] Full Line
Goerend Transmission Inc-[LMH][OA] Full Line
K.C. Trans Parts-[LMH][A] Full Line
Karkan Automotive-[LMH][A] Full Line
Kenny’s Pulling Parts-[LM][A] 2
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
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Components
0 ... Full Line Manual Transmission Components
1 .... Bearings
2 .... Bushings
3 .... Facings
4 .... Gaskets
5 .... Gears
6 ... Lever Blocks
7 .... Lever Rollers
8 ... Levers
9 .... Linkage Bushings & Clips
10. Links
11... Pivots
12... Retainers
13... Rings
14... Shafts
15. Rings...
16. Shift Forks
17. Small Parts Kits
18. Synchronizer Assemblies
95. Perf/Race Manual Transmission Components
98. Antique Unit Components

13-CVT Components
0 ... Full Line CVT Components
1 .... Belts/Chains
2.... Gears

12-Manual Transmission
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14-Manual Clutch Components

- 0 ... Full Line Manual Clutch Components
- 1 ... Cover Assemblies
- 2 ... Cylinders-Master
- 3 ... Cylinders-Slave
- 4 ... Disc Assemblies
- 5 ... Flywheels/Flywheel Assemblies
- 6 ... Pistons
- 7 ... Plate Assemblies
- 8 ... Release Cables
- 9 ... Release Forks
- 10 ... Release (Throwout) Bearings
- 11 ... Release (Throwout) Bearing with Sleeve Kit

98. Antique Components

Alto Products Corp-[L][A] Full Line
Automatic Transmission Design-[L][AR] Full Line
Boninfante Friction & Racing-[O] Full Line
California Trans. Products (CALTRANS)-[LM][A] Full Line

EXEDY Globalparts Corp/Formerly Daikin Clutch-[LMH][A] Full Line

GFX Inc.-[LMH][A] 10
KM automotive-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Koyo Brand Bearings-[LMH][AR] Full Line
Koyo Brand Bearings-[LMH][OA] 10

Matech BTA Inc.-[LM][A] Full Line
Mayfair Gearbox (Pty) Ltd-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)-[LMH][A] Full Line
Mid America Parts & Cores-[LM][A] Full Line
Mid States Transmission Parts-[LMH][A] Full Line
Midwest Transmission Supply (MTS)-[LMH][A] Full Line
Milestone Inventions-[LM][A] 10

16-Torque Converter Components

- 0 ... Full Line TC Cmpnts 1600-1642
- 1 ... Bearing Races
- 2 ... Bearings
- 3 ... Brazing/Heat Treatments
- 4 ... Bushings
- 5 ... Damper Springs
- 6 ... Drain Plugs
- 7 ... Electronic Modification Devices
- 8 ... Flex Plates
- 9 ... Friction Mat: Carbon
- 10 ... Friction Mat: Cellulose/Paper
- 11 ... Friction Mat: Carbon Impregnated
- 12 ... Friction Mat: Grooved
- 13 ... Friction Material: Kevlar
- 14 ... Friction Material: Other
- 15 ... Friction Plates
- 16 ... Housing Cover Assemb.
- 17 ... Hub Covers
- 18 ... Hubs
- 19 ... Lockup Pistons
- 20 ... Mechanical Diodes
- 21 ... O-Rings
- 22 ... Pilots
- 23 ... Poppet Valves
- 24 ... Pressure Plate Assemblies
- 25 ... Pressure Plate Springs
- 26 ... Register Renewal Rings
- 27 ... Reinforcement Plates
- 28 ... Ring Gears
- 29 ... Rollers
- 30 ... Seals
- 31 ... Spline Inserts
- 32 ... Sprags
- 33 ... Spring Loaded Damper Assemb.
- 34 ... Stators
35. Steel Separators
36. Stud Covers
37. Turbine Assemblies
38. Turbine Hubs
39. Turbine Thrust Spacers
40. Vanes
41. Small Hardware
42. Weights
95. Perf/Race Converter Components

98. Antique Components

Alto Products Corp-[LM][A] 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21, 24, 30, 35, 42
ATI Performance Products Inc.-[LMH][OA] 8, 95
Auto Trans Ltd-[LMH][ACU] Full Line
Automatic Choice Ltd-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Automatic Transmission Design-[LMH][A] 95
Boninfante Friction & Racing-[LMH][A] Full Line
BorgWarner Transmission Products LLC-[LMH][OA] 9, 12, 14, 15, 32
California Trans. Products (CALTRANS)-[LMH][OA] 12, 14, 15, 32
CCTY USA Bearing Company-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Circle D Specialties-[LMH][A] 8
Dura-Bond-[LMH][OA] 2, 4
EXEDY Globalparts Corp/Formerly Daikin Clutch-[LMH][OA] 2, 15
Fatsco Transmission Parts-[LMH][ACU] 98
Freudenberg-NOK (TransTec)-[LMH][OA] 21, 30
Goerend Transmission Inc-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Hi TecMetal Group-[LMH][A] 3
Karamatic Automotive-[LMH][A] 4, 8, 13, 14, 15, 21
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd-[LMH][A] 4, 8, 95
Koyo Brand Bearings-[LMH][OA] 3
K.C. Parts-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Karmatic Automotive-[LMH][ARCU] 5, 8, 9, 98
Koyo Brand Bearings-[LMH][OA] 3
Matech BTA Inc-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Mayfair Gearbox (Pty) Ltd-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Midwest Transmission Center Inc-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
NATPRO-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Nogalitos Gear Company-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Randy’s Worldwide-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Raybestos Powertrain-[LMH][OA] 4, 6
Rockland Standard Gear Inc-[LMH][OA] 7, 8
Roto Clip Co Inc-[LMH][OA] 95
Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP)-[LMH][OA] 2
Sonax-[LMH][A] 8, 95
STE Couplers Inc-[LMH][AR] 10
Stellar Automotive Group-[LMH][OA] 7
Superior Transmission Parts Inc-[LMH][A] 8
TeckPak/Fitzall-[LMH][OA] 8
Toro Driveline LLC-[LMH][OA] 8, 95
Transfer Case Express (TCE)-[LMH][OA] 3, 7, 10
Transtar Industries-[LMH][OA] 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 95
Unitrans-[OARCU] 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10
Weller Auto Parts Inc-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
West Coast Standards-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Whatever It Takes Inc-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Zumbrota Drivetrain-[LMH][OA] 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 98

17-Transfer Case Components

0 ... Full Line Driveline Components
1 ... Balance Weights
2 ... Ball & Seat Repair Kits
3 ... Bearings
4 ... Friction Plates
5 ... Needle Rollers, U-Joint
6 ... Steel Plates
7 ... Transfer Case Chains
8 ... Transfer Case Parts-Misc.
9 ... U-Joints
10 ... Viscous Couplers
95 ... Perf/Race Transfer Case Components

98. Antique Transfer Case/Driveline Components

Adapt-A-Case Inc-[LMH][A] 8
All-Trans Manual-[LMH][A] 7, 8, 10
Allomatic Products-[LMH][OA] 4, 6
Alto Products Corp-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Automatic Transmission Design-[LMH][OA] Full Line
BorgWarner Transmission Products LLC-[LMH][OA] 4, 6, 7
California Trans. Products (CALTRANS)-[LMH][OA] 7, 8
Cobra Transmission Parts-[LMH][OA] Full Line
EXEDY Globalparts Corp/Formerly Daikin Clutch-[LMH][OA] 4
G-Cor Automotive-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line, 98
GFX Inc-[LMH][OA] 7

K.C. Trans Parts-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Karamatic Automotive-[LMH][ARCU] 5, 8, 7, 9
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd-[LMH][OA] 2, 3, 7, 8, 9
Koyo Brand Bearings-[LMH][OA] 3
Matech BTA Inc-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Mayfair Gearbox (Pty) Ltd-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Midwest Transmission Center Inc-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
NATPRO-[LMH][A] Full Line
Nogalitos Gear Company-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Randy’s Worldwide-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Raybestos Powertrain-[LMH][OA] 4, 6
Rockland Standard Gear Inc-[LMH][OA] 7, 8
Roto Clip Co Inc-[LMH][OA] 95
Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP)-[LMH][OA] 2
Sonax-[LMH][A] 8, 95
STE Couplers Inc-[LMH][AR] 10
Stellar Automotive Group-[LMH][OA] 7
Superior Transmission Parts Inc-[LMH][A] 8
TeckPak/Fitzall-[LMH][OA] 8
Toro Driveline LLC-[LMH][OA] 8, 95
Transfer Case Express (TCE)-[LMH][OA] 3, 7, 8, 10
Transtar Industries-[LMH][OA] 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 95
Unitrans-[OARCU] 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10
Weller Auto Parts Inc-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
West Coast Standards-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line
Whatever It Takes Inc-[LMH][OA] Full Line
Zumbrota Drivetrain-[LMH][OA] 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 98

18-Differential/Rear Axle Components

0 ... Full Line Differential/Rear Axle Components
1 ... Axle Shafts
2 ... Bearing Overhaul Kits
3 ... Bearings
4 ... Differential Covers
5 ... Drive Plates
6 ... Gaskets
7 ... Gear Kits
8 ... Gears
### POWERTRAIN SUPPLIERS BY PRODUCT CATEGORY

#### 95. Perf/Race Differential/Rear Axle

**Components**

1. Bushings, Bearings & Races
2. Harnesses
3. Pressure Switches
4. Retaining Rings & Clips
5. Servos
6. Sleeves
7. Springs
8. Valves
9. Valve Body Plates
10. Valve Body Plates - Bonded

**98. Antique Components**

**TORQUE (Patented) Full Line**

**TORQUEX (Patented) Full Line**

**Torex (Patented) Full Line**

**TorqueKwik (Patented) Full Line**

**9.. Bushings, Bearings & Races**

**10.. Harnesses**

**11.. Springs**

**12.. Valves**

**95.. Valve Body Plates**

**95. Perf/Race Valve Body Components**

A & A Transmission-[LM][A] 95

**Alto Products Corp-[LM][A] Full Line**

**ATI Performance Products Inc.-[LMH][A] Full Line**

**Automatic Transmission Design-[LM][AR] Full Line**

**California Trans. Products (CALTRANS) Ltd-[LM][AR] Full Line**


**Karamatic Automotive-[A] 4**

**King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.-[LM][OA] Full Line**

**Koyo Brand Bearings-[LMH][OA] Full Line**

**Libson Twin City Auto & Truck Parts and Services-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line**

**Mayfair Gearbox (Pty) Ltd.-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line**

**Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)-[LM][OR] Full Line**

**Midwest Transmission Center Inc.-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line**

**Milestone Inventions-[LM][AR] Full Line**

**Nogalitos Gear Company-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line**

**NATPRO-[LM][OA] Full Line**

**Omega Machine & Tool Inc.-[LMH][A] Full Line**

**Oetiker Inc.-[LMH][OA] Full Line**

**ProvenForce-[LMH][OA] Full Line**

**Precision of New Hampton-[LM][A] Full Line**

**Randy’s Worldwide-[L][OA] Full Line**

**Rockland Standard Gear Inc.-[LMH][OAR] Full Line**

**Rotor Clip Co. Inc.-[LMH][OA] 95**

**Schaeffler Group USA Inc.-[LMH][OA] Full Line**

**Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP)-[LM][OA] 8**

**Sonax-[LMH][A] 12**

**Stellar Automotive Group-[LM][OA] 10**

**TeckPak/Fitzall-[LM][A] 3, 10**

**Toledo Driveline LLC-[LMH][OA] 95**

**Transtar Industries-[LMH][OA] Full Line**

**Uniliner-[LMH][AR] Full Line**

**West Coast Standards-[LMH][OA] Full Line**

**Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT)-[LMH][OA] 3, 9, 12**

**Zumbrota Drivetrain-[OA] Full Line**

---

### 19-Valve Body Components

#### 0.. Full Line Valve Body

---

### 20-Driveline Components

#### 0.. Full Line Driveshaft Components

1. Companion Flanges
2. CV Joint Components/Kits/Boots
3. Hardware/Small Parts
4. Shafts - Stub
5. Shafts - Yoke
6. Support Bearings
7. Tubing - Aluminum
8. Tubing/Shafting - Steel
9. Yokes - Center/Tube
10. Yokes - End
11. Yokes - Flange
12. Yokes - Slip
13. Yokes - Weld (Aluminum)
14. Weld Bushings (Aluminum)

---

**A & A Transmission-[LM][AR] 95**

**Automatic Transmission Design-[LM][AR] Full Line**

**California Trans. Products (CALTRANS) Ltd.-[LMH][OA] Full Line**

**King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.-[LMH][AR] Full Line**

**Oetiker Inc.-[LMH][OA] 3, 9, 12**

**ProvenForce-[LMH][ARCU] Full Line**

**Precision of New Hampton-[LM][A] Full Line**

**Randy’s Worldwide-[L][OA] Full Line**

**Rockland Standard Gear Inc.-[LMH][OAR] Full Line**

**Rotor Clip Co. Inc.-[LMH][OA] 95**

**Schaeffler Group USA Inc.-[LMH][OA] Full Line**

**Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP)-[LM][OA] 8**

**Sonax-[LMH][A] 12**

**Stellar Automotive Group-[LM][OA] 10**

**TeckPak/Fitzall-[LM][A] 3, 10**

**Toledo Driveline LLC-[LMH][OA] 95**

**Transtar Industries-[LMH][OA] Full Line**

**Uniliner-[LMH][AR] Full Line**

**West Coast Standards-[LMH][OA] Full Line**

**Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT)-[LMH][OA] 3, 9, 12**

---

**Zumbrota Drivetrain-[OA] Full Line**
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21-Kits: Automatic Transmission

0 ... Full Line Automatic Transmission Rebuild Kits
1 ... Case Repair Kits - Automatic
2 ... Conversion Kits - Automatic
3 ... Detent Cable Repair Kits - Automatic
4 ... High Performance Kits - Automatic
5 ... Master Kits - Automatic
6 ... Overhaul Kits - Automatic
7 ... Paper and Rubber Kits - Automatic
8 ... Sealing Ring Kits - Automatic
9 ... Super/Deluxe Kits - Automatic
10 ... Swap Kits - Automatic
11 ... Bushing Kits
95 ... Perf/Race Rebuild Kits
98 ... Kits For Antique Automatic Transmissions

A & A Transmission-[LMI](OAR) Full Line
Alto Products Corp-[LMI](A) Full Line, 98
ATI Performance Products Inc.-[LMH](O) 4, 5, 95
Automatic Choice Ltd-[LMI](O) 6
Buffalo Engine Components-[LMI](A) 5, 6, 8
BushingFix-[LMI] 11
California Trans. Products-(CALTRANS)-[LMI](A) Full Line
Cobra Transmission Parts-[LMI](A) Full Line
DTP Transmission Parts/Durabuilt Converters-[LMI](AR) Full Line
Dura-Bond-[LMI](A) 11
Dynamic Racing Transmissions-[LHI](A) 4, 5, 6, 7, 9
Eriksson Industries-[LII](O) Full Line
European Transmissions, LLC-[LII](A) Full Line, 98
Eurotrans-[LII](O) Full Line
EVT Parts-[LMI](OAR) Full Line
EXEDY Globalparts Corp/Formerly Daikin Clutch-[LMI](A) Full Line
Fatsco Transmission Parts-[LMI](A) Full Line
Freudenberg-NOK (TransTec)-[LMH](OA) Full Line
GFX Inc.-[LMI](A) Full Line
Goerend Transmission Inc-[LMH](OAC) Full Line
K.C. Trans Parts-[LMI](A) Full Line
Karamatic Automotive-[LMI](A) Full Line
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.-[LMH](A) Full Line, 98
Matech BTA Inc.-[LMI](A) Full Line, 98
Mid America Parts & Cores-[LMI](A) Full Line
Mid States Transmission Parts-(MSTP)-[LM][RI] Full Line
Midwest Transmission Supply-(MTS)-[LM](A) Full Line
NATPRO-[LMI](A) Full Line
Nogalitos Gear Company-[LMI](A) Full Line, 98
Omega Machine & Tool Inc.-[LM](AR) 1
PA-Cargo - Parts Authority-[LII](A) Full Line
Part-Rite-[LMI](OAR) Full Line
PDQ Automatic Transmission Parts-[LMI](A) Full Line
Performance Torque Converters-(PTC)-[LII](R) 4
Portland Transmission Warehouse-[LMI](A) Full Line, 98
Precision International-[LM](OA) Full Line, 98
Precision of New Hampton-[LMI] 98
Seal Aftermarket Products-(SAP)-[LM](OA) Full Line
Sonnax-[LII](A) 1, 3, 4, 95
 Stellar Automotive Group-[L](OA) 6, 7, 8, 11
SunCoast Converters-[LM](A) 4
TeckPak/Fitzall-[LII](A) 2, 3, 4, 5, 10
Toledo Driveline LLC-[LM](OA) 6, 95
Trans Machine-[LM](A) 6
Transmission Exchange Co.-[LMI](A) Full Line, 98
Transmission Parts Unlimited-(T.P.U.)-[LMH](OAR) Full Line
Transmission Specialties-[LII](A) 4, 4
Transistor Industries-[LMH](OA) Full Line
Tri Component Products Corp.-[LMI](A) 98
Unitrans-[OARCU] Full Line
VTP South LLC-[LMH](A) Full Line
Wesco Transmission Parts Inc.-[LMH](A) Full Line
Whatever It Takes Inc.-(WIT)-[LMH](A) Full Line
ZF Services LLC-[LII](A) Full Line

22-Kits: Manual Transmission

1 ... Overhaul Kits - Manual
95 ... Perf/Race Manual Transmission Kits
98 ... Kits for Antique Manual Transmissions

All-Trans Manual-[LII](A) 1
Bowler Performance Transmissions-[LMI] 95
California Trans. Products-(CALTRANS)-[LMH](A) 1, 98
Cobra Transmission Parts-[LMI](A) 1
EXEDY Globalparts Corp/Formerly Daikin Clutch-[LII](A) 95
K.C. Trans Parts-[LMI](A) 1, 95, 98
Karamatic Automotive-[LMH](A) 1, 98
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.-[LMH](A) 1
Matech BTA Inc.-[LMI](A) 1, 98
Mid America Parts & Cores-1
Mid States Transmission Parts-(MSTP)-[LM][RI] 1
Midwest Transmission Center Inc.-[LMI](A) 1
NATPRO-[LMI](A) 1
Nogalitos Gear Company-[LMI](A) 1, 95, 98
Part-Rite-[LM](A) 1
Portland Transmission Warehouse-[LMH](A) 1
Precision of New Hampton-[LMI] 1, 95, 98
ProvenForce-[LM](AR) 1
Randy's Worldwide-[LII](O) 1, 95, 98
Richmond Gear-[LII](A) 1
Rockland Standard Gear Inc.-[LMH](A) 1, 95, 98
Transmission Exchange Co.-[LMI](A) 1, 95, 98
Transtar Industries-[LMI](A) 1, 95, 98
Unitrans-[OARCU] 1
Weller Auto Parts Inc.-[LMI](A) 1
West Coast Standards-[LMH](OAR) 1, 98
Whatever It Takes Inc.-(WIT)-[LMH](A) 1, 95
ZF Services LLC-[LII](A) 1
Zumbrota Drivetrain-[LII](A) 1

23-Kits: Manual Clutch

1 ... Clutch Repair Kits
98 ... Kits For Antique Clutches

Alto Products Corp-[LMI](A) 1
EXEDY Globalparts Corp/Formerly Daikin Clutch-[LMH](A) 1
K.C. Trans Parts-[LMI](A) 1, 98
Karamatic Automotive-[LMH](A) 1, 98
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.-[LMH](A) 1
Matech BTA Inc.-[LMI](A) 1, 98
Mid States Transmission Parts-(MSTP)-[LMH](A) 1
Midwest Transmission Center Inc.-[LMI](A) 1
NATPRO-[LMI](A) 1
Nogalitos Gear Company-[LMI](A) 1, 98
Portland Transmission Warehouse-[LMH](OA) 1
Precision of New Hampton-[LMI] 1, 98
Schaeffler Group USA Inc.-[LM](OA) 1
Seal Aftermarket Products-(SAP)-[L](A) 1
Transtar Industries-[LMH](A) 1, 98
VTP South LLC-[LMH](A) 1, 98
Wesco Transmission Parts Inc.-[LMH](OA) 1
Whatever It Takes Inc.-(WIT)-[LMH](A) 1

24-Kits: Transfer Case

1 ... Transfer Case Rebuilding Kits
98 ... Kits For Antique Transfer Cases

All-Trans Manual-[LII](A) 1
Alto Products Corp-[LMI](A) 1
K.C. Trans Parts-[LMI](A) 1, 95, 98
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.-[LMH](A) 1
Matech BTA Inc.-[LMI](A) 1, 98
Mid America Parts & Cores-1
26-Parts Cleaning Supplies

0 ... Full Line Parts Cleaning Supplies
1 .... Abrasives
2 .... Absorbents
3 .... Environmental Filters
4 .... Glass Bead Shot
5 .... Metal Shot
6 ... Parts Cleaning Brushes
7 .... Steam Cleaning Compounds

27-Chemicals, Detergents, Solvents

0 ... Full Line Chemicals, Soaps & Solvents
1 .... Adhesives
2 .... Aluminum Cleaners
3 .... Carbon & Paint Strippers
4 ... Cleaners, General Use
5 .... Degreasers
6 ... Flush Solvents
7 .... Fuel System Products
8 ... Gasket Cement
9 ... Gasket Removers
10... Hand Cleaners
11... Insulating Enamels/Varnishes
12 ... Rust Inhibitors
13... Rust Removers
14... Sealants
15... Spray Paints
16... Steam Cleaning Compounds

28-Lubricants

0 ... Full Line Lubricants
1 .... Assembly Lubricants
2 .... Brake Lubricants/Anti Squeak
3 .... Coolant Products
4 ... Gear Oils
5 .... Graphite Oil Sprays
6 ... Greases
7 .... Grinding Coolants
8 ... Penetrating Oils
9 ... Posi-Fluids
10... Silicone Sprays
11... TC Shudder Suppressing Additives
12 ... Transmission Fluid Additives
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## Automatic
- 14. Transmission Fluids-Automatic
- 15. Transmission Fluids-CVT
- 95. Performance/Racing Fluids/Additives

A & A Transmission-95
- **Alto Products Corp**-1, 11
- **ATI Performance Products Inc.-14, 95**
- **Auto Trans Ltd**-11
- **Automatic Choice Ltd**-11, 12
- **Bowler Performance Transmissions**-95
- **Buffalo Engine Components**-3, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15
- **California Trans. Products (CALTRANS)**-1, 11, 12
- **EVT Parts-Full Line**
- **Fatsco Transmission Parts**-1, 9, 11, 12
- **GFX Inc.**-12
- **K.C.Trans Parts**-2
- **Karamatic Automotive**-5
- **King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.**-Full Line
- **K.T.E.C. by Flo Dynamics**-2, 8, 9
- **LUBEGARD®/Stellar Automotive Group**-Full Line
- **Mid America Parts & Cores**-1, 11, 12
- **Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)**-Full Line
- **Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)**-Full Line
- **Nogalitos Gear Company**-5
- **NATPRO**-1, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16
- **Omega Machine & Tool Inc.**-12, 15
- **Omega Transmission Parts**-1, 11, 12
- **Part-Rite**-1, 4, 12
- **Richmond Gear**-4, 9
- **Rockland Standard Gear Company**-14, 95
- **Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP)**-1, 10, 12
- **Tecnical Transmissions**-13, 14, 15, 16
- **Toledo Driveline LLC**-8
- **Wesco Transmission Parts Inc.-Full Line**
- **Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT)**-Full Line
- **Winona Van Norman**-7

## 29-Equipment: Transmission Rebuilding Specialty
- **Adapt-A-Case Inc.**-10, 12
- **Alto Products Corp**-1
- **ATI Performance Products Inc.-14, 95**
- **Auto Trans Ltd**-11
- **Automatic Choice Ltd**-11, 12
- **Bowler Performance Transmissions**-95
- **Buffalo Engine Components**-3, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15
- **California Trans. Products (CALTRANS)**-1, 11, 12
- **EVT Parts-Full Line**
- **Fatsco Transmission Parts**-1, 9, 11, 12
- **GFX Inc.**-12
- **Karamatic Automotive**-5
- **King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.**-Full Line
- **LUBEGARD®/Stellar Automotive Group**-Full Line
- **Mid America Parts & Cores**-1, 11, 12
- **Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)**-Full Line
- **Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)**-Full Line
- **Nogalitos Gear Company**-5
- **NATPRO**-1, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16
- **Omega Machine & Tool Inc.**-12, 15
- **Omega Transmission Parts**-1, 11, 12
- **Part-Rite**-1, 4, 12
- **Richmond Gear**-4, 9
- **Rockland Standard Gear Company**-14, 95
- **Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP)**-1, 10, 12
- **Tecnical Transmissions**-13, 14, 15, 16
- **Toledo Driveline LLC**-8
- **Wesco Transmission Parts Inc.-Full Line**
- **Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT)**-Full Line
- **Winona Van Norman**-7

## 30-Equipment: Torque Converter Rebuilding Specialty
- **Adapt-A-Case Inc.**-10, 12
- **Alto Products Corp**-1
- **ATI Performance Products Inc.-14, 95**
- **Auto Trans Ltd**-11
- **Automatic Choice Ltd**-11, 12
- **Bowler Performance Transmissions**-95
- **Buffalo Engine Components**-3, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15
- **California Trans. Products (CALTRANS)**-1, 11, 12
- **EVT Parts-Full Line**
- **Fatsco Transmission Parts**-1, 9, 11, 12
- **GFX Inc.**-12
- **Karamatic Automotive**-5
- **King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.**-Full Line
- **LUBEGARD®/Stellar Automotive Group**-Full Line
- **Mid America Parts & Cores**-1, 11, 12
- **Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)**-Full Line
- **Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)**-Full Line
- **Nogalitos Gear Company**-5
- **NATPRO**-1, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16
- **Omega Machine & Tool Inc.**-12, 15
- **Omega Transmission Parts**-1, 11, 12
- **Part-Rite**-1, 4, 12
- **Richmond Gear**-4, 9
- **Rockland Standard Gear Company**-14, 95
- **Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP)**-1, 10, 12
- **Tecnical Transmissions**-13, 14, 15, 16
- **Toledo Driveline LLC**-8
- **Wesco Transmission Parts Inc.-Full Line**
- **Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT)**-Full Line

## 31-Equipment: Drivetrain Service
- **Adapt-A-Case Inc.**-10, 12
- **Alto Products Corp**-1
- **ATI Performance Products Inc.-14, 95**
- **Auto Trans Ltd**-11
- **Automatic Choice Ltd**-11, 12
- **Bowler Performance Transmissions**-95
- **Buffalo Engine Components**-3, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15
- **California Trans. Products (CALTRANS)**-1, 11, 12
- **EVT Parts-Full Line**
- **Fatsco Transmission Parts**-1, 9, 11, 12
- **GFX Inc.**-12
- **Karamatic Automotive**-5
- **King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.**-Full Line
- **LUBEGARD®/Stellar Automotive Group**-Full Line
- **Mid America Parts & Cores**-1, 11, 12
- **Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)**-Full Line
- **Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)**-Full Line
- **Nogalitos Gear Company**-5
- **NATPRO**-1, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16
- **Omega Machine & Tool Inc.**-12, 15
- **Omega Transmission Parts**-1, 11, 12
- **Part-Rite**-1, 4, 12
- **Richmond Gear**-4, 9
- **Rockland Standard Gear Company**-14, 95
- **Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP)**-1, 10, 12
- **Tecnical Transmissions**-13, 14, 15, 16
- **Toledo Driveline LLC**-8
- **Wesco Transmission Parts Inc.-Full Line**
- **Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT)**-Full Line
- **Winona Van Norman**-7

---
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King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.-Full Line
LUBEGARD®/Stellar Automotive Group-2
Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP):2, 10, 12
Milestone Inventions-1, 2, 7
Morgan Advanced Engineering-Full Line
NATPRO-1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 11
Nogalitos Gear Company-Full Line
Omega Machine & Tool Inc.-3, 10
Part-Rite-1, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
Precision of New Hampton-2, 10, 11, 12
Randys Worldwide-Full Line
Transmission Parts Unlimited (T.P.U.)-2
Transtar Industries-6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
Winona Van Norman-5

32-Equipment: General Shop

0...Full Line General Shop Equipment
1....Air Compressors
2....Automotive Lifts
3....Automotive Lifts: Portable
4...Brake Service Tools/Equipment
5....Dust Recovery Systems
6...Equipment Replacement Hardware/Parts
7....Evaporative Coolers
8...Filter Crushers
9...Garage Exhaust Ventilation Systems
10..Leak Detectors
11..Lubrication Equipment
12..Ramp Adjusters
13..Shop Buildings: Steel
14..Shop Heaters: Gas Radiant
15..Shop Heaters: Waste Oil
16..Shop Water Heater Systems: Waste Oil
17..Tool Chests/Boxes
18..Towing Equipment
19..Vehicle Movers/Dollies
20..Welding Equipment
21..Wheel Alignment Equipment

22..Workbenches
23..Battery Service Equipment

BendPak Inc.-Ranger Products:1, 2, 3, 4, 17, 19, 21, 22
Endural-17
Fatsco Transmission Parts-Full Line
G-TEC by Flo Dynamics-Full Line
Hydro-Test USA-10
Koramatic Automotive-Full Line
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.:3, 22
LS Industries-5
Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)-2, 22
Milestone Inventions-9
Nogalitos Gear Company-1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 19, 22
NATPRO-Full Line
Mustang Advanced Engineering-Full Line
Portland Transmission Warehouse-2, 8, 9, 10, 11
Part-Rite-2
Omega Machine & Tool Inc.-22
Portland Transmission Warehouse-2, 10, 19, 22
Power Pusher® Div Nu-Star Inc-19
S & G Tool Aid Corp.-Full Line
Transmission Parts Unlimited (T.P.U.)-22
Transtar Industries-22
Winona Van Norman-5

33-Equipment: Cleaning

0...Full Line Cleaning Equipment
1....Agitating Degreasers
2....Airless Shot Blasters
3....Blasting Cabinets
4....Cleaning Ovens
5....Dust Collectors
6...Loaders/Dumpers
7....Parts Washers (Automatic)
8...Parts Washers (Hand)
9...Parts Washers (Ultrasonic)
10..Pressure Blasters
11..Recovery/Recycling Equipment: Solvents
12..Recovery/Recycling Equipment: Waste Water
13..Spray Cleaner Equipment
14..Steam Cleaner Equipment
15..Tanks
16..Vapor Degreasers
17..Vibrator Finishing Equipment
18..Waste Handling Equipment

Alkota Cleaning Systems Inc.-7, 10, 14

ATI Performance Products Inc.-7
California Trans. Products (CALTRANS)-7, 8
Fatsco Transmission Parts-A
G-TEC by Flo Dynamics-Full Line
K.C. Trans Parts-Full Line
Koramatic Automotive-Full Line
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.-Full Line
LS Industries-Full Line
Mid States Transmission Parts (MSTP)-7
Milestone Inventions-15

34-Business Services

1....Business Cards/Forms
2....Employment Services
3....Equipment Leasing/Financing Plans
4...Franchisor
5....Insurance
6...Underwrite Warranty/Service Contracts
7....Customer Financing Plans
8...Supplier Association
9...Shop Association
10..Business Software for Volume Rebuilding Operations

Automatic Transmission Rebuilders Assoc (ATRA)-9
Automotive Parts Remanufacturers Assoc (APRA)-3, 5, 8
Automotive Service Association (ASA)-1, 5, 6
Gears Magazine-9
Torque Converter Rebuilders Assoc (TCRA)-8
TransTeam Employment USA-2
Winona Van Norman-5

35-Product Line Support Services

1....Customer Support Newsletter
2....Customer Support Hotline
POWERTRAIN SUPPLIERS BY PRODUCT CATEGORY

36-Technical Training Resources

1 .... Audio Training
2 .... Shop Site Technical Training Programs
3 .... Technical Instruction Books
4 ... Technical Seminar Presenters
5 .... Technical Training Schools
6 ... Video Training

37-Technical Support Resources

1 .... Computer Based Technical Support Software
2 .... Parts Interchange Books
3 .... Subscriber Technical Support
4 .... Shop Management Software
5 .... Transmission Application Guides/Charts
6 ... Seminar Presenters
7 .... Shop Management Resources
8 ... Video Training

Bulletins/Newsletters
4 .... Subscriber Technical Hotline
5 .... Technical Guides - Digital
6 .... Technical Guides - Printed
7 .... Technical On-line Support Services
8 .... Transmission Application Guides/Charts
9 .... Transmission Service Manuals

ATSG 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Alto Products Corp-1
Automatic Transmission Rebuilders Assoc. (ATRA)-3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9
Automatic Service Association (ASA)-3, 6
EXEDY Globalparts Corp/Formerly Daikin Clutch-6
Freudenberg-NOK (TransTec)-6, 7, 8
Gears Magazine 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9
King-O-Matic Industries Ltd. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
LUBEGARD®/Stellar Automotive Group-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11
Matech BTA Inc.-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9
Midwest Auto Care Alliance (Vision Expo)-3
Mitchell 1-3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9
Moveras LLC.-3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Portland Transmission Warehouse-5, 9
Rando’s Worldwide-3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9
Whatever It Takes Inc. (WIT)-1, 5, 9

38-Shop Management Training/Support Resources

1 .... Audio Training
2 .... Books/Cross Reference Guides
3 .... Credit Card/Check Processing Services
4 .... Internet Marketing Services
5 .... Management Consulting Services
6 ... Seminar Presenters
7 .... Shop Management Resources
8 ... Video Training
POWERTRAIN SUPPLIERS BY PRODUCT CATEGORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Category</th>
<th>Suppliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Transmission Rebuilders Assoc. (ATRA)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive Parts Remanufacturers Assoc. (APRA)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive Service Association (ASA)</td>
<td>1, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gears Magazine</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King-O-Matic Industries Ltd.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milestone Inventions</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVERAS LLC</td>
<td>1, 6, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustang Advanced Engineering</td>
<td>1, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Transmission Warehouse</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R. O. Writer
Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP) | 6 |
Transmission Digest | 6, 8 |
TransTeam Employment USA | 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 |
Wesco Transmission Parts Inc | 2 |

39-Miscellaneous

1. Transmission Replicas For Display
2. Transmission/Transfer Case

Shipping Cases
3. Industry Trade Magazine
4. Automotive Batteries

Automatic Transmission Rebuilders Assoc. (ATRA) | 3 |
Endural | 2 |
Gears Magazine | 3 |
Goerend Transmission Inc | 1 |
JP Transmission Recycling Inc | 1 |
Matech BTA Inc | 2 |
Transmission Digest | 3 |
Companies that supply products to the powertrain aftermarket are listed in alphabetical order. Because data changes frequently, only organizations that have updated information with Transmission Digest in the recent past are included. Every precaution has been taken in the preparation of these listings, however, the publisher assumes no liability for errors or omissions.

**POWERTRAIN AFTERMARKET SUPPLIERS**

WEB: www.aandatrans.com
Email: info@aandatrans.com
•Rick Allison, Owner, PH:317.831.9710
•Rob Matthews, Sls, PH:317.831.9710, info@aandatrans.com

WEB: www.alltransgearbox.com
Email: bruce@alltransparts.com
•Bruce Dodds, PH:864.297.9913, TF:800.922.9562, bruce@alltransparts.com

WEB: www.allianceind.com
Email: info@allianceind.com
•Jessica Parker, Quality Mgr, PH:417.863.6315, TF:877.863.6315, EX:308, FX:417.863.6339, jpark@allianceind.com
•Brenda Ryan, President, PH:417.863.6315, TF:877.863.6315, EX:307, FX:417.863.6339, bryan@allianceind.com

WEB: www.allomatic.com
Email: eobochetto@allomatic.com
•Elaine Boscchetto, Acct Mgr Aftmkt Intl, PH:812.268.0322, TF:800.686.4729, FX:812.268.0417, eobochetto@raybestospowertrain.com
•Robbie Ferguson, Reg SlsMgr, PH:800.686.4729, CL:812.564.4292, rferguson@raybestospowertrain.com
•Irvin Gers, Sls & Prdct Eng, TF:800.686.4729, igers@raybestospowertrain.com
•Denise Kinnaman, Cust Svc, PH:800.686.4729, dkinaman@raybestospowertrain.com
•Irvin Gers, Sls & Prdct Eng, TF:800.686.4729, dkinaman@raybestospowertrain.com
•Claudia Pucci, Acct Mgr Aftmkt Intl, PH:812.268.0322, TF:800.686.4729, FX:812.268.0417, cpucci@raybestospowertrain.com

**Auto Trans Ltd**, Mail: 136 New North Road Eden Terrace, Auckland 1021 NEW ZEALAND, PH: 649.309.2538
WEB: www.autotrans.co.nz
Email: service@autotrans.co.nz
•Roy Baker, T ech Dir, PH:649.309.2538, service@autotrans.co.nz

**Automatic Choice Ltd**, Mail: Unit 1A Farrington Fields, Farrington Gurney, Bristol BS39 6 UU UK, PH: 0044.0.1761.452255
WEB: www.automaticchoice.com
Email: info@automaticchoice.com
•Rob Wilhey, Managing Dir, PH:0044.01761.452255, rob@automaticchoice.com

**ATB-Berlin**, Mail: Greiner Str 7, Berlin 12107 GERMANY, PH: +49.30.414.084, FX: +49.30.414.083
WEB: www.atb-belin.com
Email: dimo@atb-berlin.com
•Dimo Mardjaroff, President, dimo@atb-berlin.com

**ATI Performance Products Inc.**, Mail: 6718 Whitestone Rd, Baltimore, MD 21207-4102, PH: 410.298.4343, TF: 877.298.5031, FX: 410.298.3579
WEB: www.atiparts.com
Email: info@atiroacing.com
•Bruce Dodds, PH:864.297.9913, TF:888.USA.ALTO, EX:308, FX:864.297.9913, bdddodds@raybestospowertrain.com

**Auto Trans Products**, Mail: 136 New North Road Eden Terrace, Auckland 1021 NEW ZEALAND, PH: 649.309.2538
WEB: www.autotrans.co.nz
Email: service@autotrans.co.nz
•Roy Baker, T ech Dir, PH:649.309.2538, service@autotrans.co.nz

**ATI Performance Products Inc.**, Mail: 6718 Whitestone Rd, Baltimore, MD 21207-4102, PH: 410.298.4343, TF: 877.298.5031, FX: 410.298.3579
WEB: www.atiparts.com
Email: info@atiroacing.com
•Bruce Dodds, PH:864.297.9913, TF:888.USA.ALTO, EX:308, FX:864.297.9913, bdddodds@raybestospowertrain.com

**ATI Performance Products Inc.**, Mail: 6718 Whitestone Rd, Baltimore, MD 21207-4102, PH: 410.298.4343, TF: 877.298.5031, FX: 410.298.3579, msrooney@atiroacing.com

**Auto Trans Ltd**, Mail: 136 New North Road Eden Terrace, Auckland 1021 NEW ZEALAND, PH: 649.309.2538
WEB: www.autotrans.co.nz
Email: service@autotrans.co.nz
•Bou Barry, PH:649.309.2538, service@atrans.co.nz

**Automatic Choice Ltd**, Mail: Unit 1A Farrington Fields, Farrington Gurney, Bristol BS39 6 UU UK, PH: 0044.0.1761.452255
WEB: www.automaticchoice.com
Email: info@automaticchoice.com
•Rob Wilhey, Managing Dir, PH:0044.01761.452255, rob@automaticchoice.com

WEB: www.atra.com
Email: membership@atra.com
**Powertrain Aftermarket Suppliers**

G-TEC by Flo Dynamics, Mail: 3300 Reedy Dr, Elkhart, IN 46514-7665, PH: 574.262.3400, TF: 800.303.5874, FAX: 574.262.0198
WEB: www.flo dynamics.com
Email: sales@g-tec.com
   - Scott Defebaugh, Tech Trainer, PH:574.262.3400, TF:800.303.5874, FAX:574.262.0198, CL:574.819.4992, sdefebaugh@norcoind.com

WEB: www.gearsmag.com
   - John Brand, Mgr, PH:909.476.7252, john@hntrans.com
   - Barbara McKinney, VP Sls, PH:909.476.7252, barbara@hntrans.com

GearSpeed, Mail: 8727 Rochester Ave, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4908, PH: 909.476.7252
WEB: https://www.gearspeedwholesale.com
Email: barbara@hntrans.com
   - Dennis Madden, CEO, PH:909.604.2000, FX:909.604.2003

GFX Inc., Mail: PO Box 668440, Miami, FL 33166-9416, Street: 4810 NW 74th Ave, Miami, FL 33196, PH: 305.499.9789, FX: 305.499.9670
WEB: www.gfxcorp.com
Email: dio@gfxcorp.com
   - Dios Garcia, Gen Mgr, PH:305.499.9789, FX:305.499.9670, dio@gfxcorp.com
   - Fanny Hanono, Pres, PH:305.499.9789, FX:305.499.9670, fanny.hanono@gfxcorp.com

Goerend Transmission Inc, Mail: 119 N Main St, Saint Lucas, IA 52166, PH: 563.778.2719
WEB: www.goerend.com
Email: orders@goerend.com
   - Dave, PH:563.778.2719, EX:Opt 1, orders@goerend.com
   - Teresa, PH:563.778.2719
   - Bob Goerend, PH:563.778.2719, EX:Opt 3, sales@goerend.com
   - Darla Goerend, PH:563.778.2719, EX:Opt 5, dalro@goerend.com
   - David Goerend, PH:563.778.2719
   - Marisa Goerend, PH:563.778.2719, EX:Opt 7, marisa@goerend.com
   - Mason Goerend, PH:563.778.2719, EX:Opt 5

WEB: www.hntrans.com
Email: barbara@hntrans.com
   - John Briand, Sls Mgr, PH:909.941.9420, TF:866.4.A.TRANS, FAX:909.941.9460, johnb@hntrans.com
   - Gil Dickason, President/CEO, PH:909.941.9420, TF:866.4.A.TRANS, FX:909.941.9460, gilhna@msn.com
   - Jason Flejter, VP Ops, PH:909.941.9420, TF:866.4.A.TRANS, FX:909.941.9460, jason@hntrans.com
   - Leo Martinez, VP Tech/R&D, PH:909.941.9420, TF:866.4.A.TRANS, FX:909.941.9460, leo@hntrans.com
   - Barbara McKinney, VP Sls/COO, PH:909.941.9420, TF:866.4.A.TRANS, FX:909.941.9460, barbara@hntrans.com

Hayden Automotive, Mail: 1801 Waters Ridge Dr, Lewisville, TX 75057-6027, PH: 972.316.8100, TF: 800.433.7508, FX:972.316.8211
WEB: www.haydenauto.com
   - Cust Svc, TF:800.433.7508, customer.service@smpcorp.com
   - Mike Carney, VP SMP Temp Cntrl, PH:972.316.8100, TF:800.433.7508, FX:972.316.8211
   - Melanie Gann, Digital Mktd Dir, TF:800.433.7508, FAX:972.316.8213, melanie.gann@smpcorp.com
   - Jeff Kafer, Prch Dir, PH:972.316.8100, TF:800.433.7508, FAX:972.316.8211, jeff.kafer@smpcorp.com
   - Carly Kemp, Key Accts Sls Mgr, PH:972.316.8100, TF:800.433.7508, EX:8126, FAX:972.316.8211, carly.kemp@smpcorp.com
   - Ron Miller, Dir Mktd, PH:800.433.7508, FAX:972.316.8213, ron.miller@smpcorp.com
   - John Streml, Dir Strategic Sls, TF:800.433.7508, CL:602.793.1642, john.streem@smpcorp.com

Hi Tech Metal Group, Mail: 1101 E 55th St, Cleveland, OH 44103-1026, PH: 216.881.8100, FX: 216.426.6690
WEB: www.htg.cc
Email: quoteteam@htg.cc
   - Cole Coe, President, PH:216.881.8100, TF:866.4.A.TRANS, CL:574.262.0198, johnb@hntrans.com
   - Leo Martinez, VP Tech/R&D, PH:909.941.9420, TF:866.4.A.TRANS, FX:909.941.9460, leo@hntrans.com
   - Barbara McKinney, VP Sls/COO, PH:909.941.9420, TF:866.4.A.TRANS, FX:909.941.9460, barbara@hntrans.com

Howard’s Total Vise, Mail: 504 Doria Drive, Lolo, MT 59847, PH: 406.830.5881
WEB: www.totalvise.com
Email: chris@transolution.biz
   - Jeff, PH:406.830.5881, jeff@totalvise.com
   - Chris Gerber, Owner, PH:406.830.5881, chris@transolution.biz

**Florida Torque Converter Corp (Tampa)**, 1511 Hobbs St. Tampa, FL, 33619-0971, PH: 813.689.1966
   - Joseph Potter, PH:813.689.1966, TF:800.852.0340, EX:6891, email: transtec@fnst.com

Other Branches:

Florida Torque Converter, Mail: 906 SE 9th St, Cape Coral, FL 33990-3221, PH: 239.458.9255, TF: 800.790.0039, FX:239.458.7510
WEB: www.floridatorque.com
Email: ftc906@comcast.net
   - Marcin Pilatowski, Mgr, PH:239.458.9255, TF:800.790.0039, FX:239.458.7510, marcin@floridatorque.com

**GearSpeed, Mail: 1511 Hobbs St. Tampa, FL, 33619-0971, PH: 813.689.1966, TF:800.852.0340, EX:6891, email: transtec@fnst.com**

**Hayden Automotive, Mail: 1801 Waters Ridge Dr, Lewisville, TX 75057-6027, PH: 972.316.8100, TF: 800.433.7508, FX:972.316.8211**

**Hi Tech Metal Group, Mail: 1101 E 55th St, Cleveland, OH 44103-1026, PH: 216.881.8100, FX: 216.426.6690**

**Howard’s Total Vise, Mail: 504 Doria Drive, Lolo, MT 59847, PH: 406.830.5881**

**Florida Torque Converter Corp (Tampa)**, 1511 Hobbs St. Tampa, FL, 33619-0971, PH: 813.689.1966
   - Joseph Potter, PH:813.689.1966, TF:800.852.0340, EX:6891, email: transtec@fnst.com
**POWERTRAIN AFTERMARKET SUPPLIERS**

**NATPRO (Arizona),** 1450 N 26th Ave, Phoenix, AZ, 85009-3625, PH: 602.415.9509, FX: 888.276.3263, 602.415.1799

**NATPRO (Bay Area),** 145 Mason Cir Ste B, Concord, CA, 94520-1717, PH:925.798.8504, FX:925.798.0548
- Daniel Wolszak, Branch Mgr, PH:925.798.8504, TF:800.333.2330, FX:925.798.0548

**NATPRO (Sacramento),** 4212 Roseville Rd Ste A, North Highlands, CA, 95660-5700, PH: 916.830.4370, FX: 855.562.2111
- Nick Ly, Branch Mgr, PH:916.830.4370, TF:800.333.2330, FX:916.481.1900

**NATPRO (Ontario/Inland Empire),** 1927 E Cedar St, Ontario, CA, 91761-8065, PH: 909.443.5920, FX: 844.562.8776, 909.443.5921
- Tony Lewis, Branch Mgr, PH:909.443.5920, TF:800.333.2330, FX:909.443.5921

**NATPRO (San Diego),** 675 “B” Gateway Center Dr, San Diego, CA, 92102-4531, PH: 619.281.6600, FX: 866.662.8777, 619.281.6606

**NATPRO (Southern Nevada),** 3744 Meade Ave Ste 12, Las Vegas, NV, 89102-7896, PH: 702.247.4150, FX: 888.372.6695, 702.247.4583
- Ralph Caudullo, Branch Mgr, PH:702.247.4150, TF:800.333.2330, FX:702.247.4583

**NATPRO (Seattle),** 1095 Andover Park E, Tukwila, WA, 98188-7615, PH: 206.892.3270, FX: 886.982.8776, 206.574.6679
- Aaron Boggio, PH:206.892.3270, TF:800.333.2330, FX:206.574.6679

WEB: www.ngparts.com
Email: dennis@ngparts.com
- Eugene Alvarado, Warehouse Mgr, PH:210.923.4571, TF:800.929.5103, FX:210.923.8205, email: eugene@ngparts.com
- Noraldo Gonzales, Sls Mgr, PH:210.923.4571, TF:800.929.5103, FX:210.923.8205, noraldo@ngparts.com
- Tom Goracy, Outside Sls, PH:210.923.4571, TF:800.929.5103, FX:210.923.8205, tom@ngparts.com
- Nick Gutierrez, PH:210.923.4571, TF:800.929.5103, FX:210.923.8205, nick@ngparts.com
- Bobby Jones, Standard/Diff Sls, PH:210.923.4571, TF:800.929.5103, FX:210.923.8205, bobby@ngparts.com
- Paul Sherry, A/T Svcs Mgmt, PH:210.923.4571, TF:800.929.5103, FX:210.923.8205, paul@ngparts.com
- Dennis Smith, PH:210.923.4571, TF:800.929.5103, FX:210.923.8205, dennis@ngparts.com

**Oetiker Inc.,** Mail: 6317 Euclid St, Marlette, MI 48453-1426, Street: 6317 Euclid Street, Marlette, MI 48453-1426, PH: 989.635.3621, FX: 989.635.2157
WEB: www.oetiker.com
Email: info.us.marlette@oetiker.com

**Omega Machine & Tool Inc.,** Mail: 2949 Promenade St Ste 100, West Sacramento, CA 95691-6412, PH: 916.372.6001, TF: 800.601.7722, 916.372.6001
WEB: www.omegamachine.com
Email: info@omegamachine.com
- J.P. Singh, PH:916.372.6001, TF: 800.601.7722, 916.372.6001
- Dennis Smith, PH:210.923.4571, TF:800.929.5103, FX:210.923.8205, dennis@ngparts.com

**PA-Cargo (National City),** 206 W 35th ST, National City, CA, 91950, PH: 619.789.1880
- **PA-Cargo (DC),** 6335 Chillum PI NW, Washington, DC, 20011-1403, PH: 202.829.6319, TF: 800.305.8839
- **PA-Cargo (Piscataway),** 1532 S Washington Ave, Piscataway, NJ, 08854-3947, PH: 722.752.8100, TF: 800.305.8839
- **PA-Cargo (Mt. Vernon),** 544 S 4th Ave, Mount Vernon, NY, 10550-4404, PH: 800.305.8839
- **PA-Cargo (Rockville Ctr),** 495 Merrick Rd, Rockville Centre, NY, 11570-5436, PH: 631.963.8889, TF: 800.305.8839
- **PA-Cargo (Woodside),** 5007 49th St, Woodside, NY, 11377-7335, PH: 718.472.1443, TF: 800.305.8839

**Parts 4 Automatics,** Mail: 11761 156 St NW, Edson, AB  T5M 3N4  CANADA, PH: 780-452-8660, PH: 780.452.8662, WEB: www.parts4automatics.com
Email: salesoffice@parts4automatics.com
- Brad Schlamp, PH:888.452.8660, FX: 970.452.8662, brad.schlamp@gmail.com

Email: sales@pl-ww.com
- Don Greenleaf, PH:239.454-4335, FX:210.923.8205, dennis@ngparts.com

Email: mhicks@pdqparts.com

**Other Branches:**
- **PDQ Automatic Transmission Parts (San Jose),** 1709B Rogers Ave, San Jose, CA 95112-1108, PH: 408.599.7474, FX: 408.441.0438, WEB: www.pdqparts.com
- **PDQ Automatic Transmission Parts (Spokane),** 416 N Modela St, Spokane, WA, 99202-
POWERTRAIN AFTERMARKET SUPPLIERS

Renegade Parts Washers & Detergents, Mail: 2320 Zinga Dr, Reedsburg, WI 53959-9452, PH: 800-774-7900, TF: 800-774-7900, FX: 608-524-1446
WEB: www.renegadepartswashers.com
Email: smeyer@renegadepartswashers.com

S & G Tool Aid Corp., Mail: 43 E Alpine St, Newark, NJ 07114-1629, PH: 973.824.7730, TF: 800.888.2080, FX: 973.621.7132
WEB: www.toolaid.com
Email: info@toolaid.com
Wayne Hutchings, Natrl Sls Mgr, TF:800.888.2080, whutchings@toolaid.com
Robert Pratt, Mktg Mgr, PH:973.824.7730, TF:800.888.2080, 973.621.7132, info@toolaid.com

Scheffler Group USA Inc., Mail: 5370 Wegman Dr, Valley City, OH 44280-9700, PH: 330.273.4383
WEB: www.scheffler.us
Email: customers.service@scheffler.com
Mike Cargill, Category Mgr, PH:330.273.4383, cargimke@scheffler.com
Jerry Conroy, VP North America, TF:800.274.5001
Mac Esch, Sls Mgr, TF:800.274.5001
Roger Gillette, Tech Trainer, TF:800.274.5001, techline@scheffler.com
Anna Heinekind, Dir Mktg Stgy, TF:800.274.5001
Julie Schilling, Mktg Mgr, TF:800.274.5001, schillje@scheffler.com

Seal Aftermarket Products (SAP), Mail: 2315 SW 32nd Ave, Pembroke Park, FL 33023-7709, PH: 954.364.2400, TF: 800.582.2760, FX: 954.364.2401
WEB: www.sealaftermarketproducts.com
Email: customers.service@sealap.com
Robert Bateman, TF:800.582.2760, robert.bateman@sealap.com
Fred Burkhart, Sls Mgr, TF:800.582.2760, FX:419.355.1230, CL:419.467.0884, fred.burkhart@sealap.com
Bill Fantozz, Dir Prdct Dev, TF:800.582.2760, FX:954.364.2291, CL:419.265.7182, bill.fantozz@sealap.com
Kyle House, Acct Exec, TF:800.582.2760, CL:330.677.9474, kyle.house@sealap.com
Julissa Pacheco, PH:954.364.2401, TF:800.582.2760, FX:954.364.2401, julissa.pacheco@sealap.com

**Sonax, Mail: 2 Imtec Ln, Bellows Falls, VT 05101, Bellows Falls, VT 05101-4000, PH: 802.874.0608, TF: 800.843.2600, FX: 802.463.4059
WEB: www.sonax.com
Email: info@sonax.com
Maura Stafford, TF:800.843.2600, maura.stafford@sonax.com**

Other Branches:
Sonax Remanufacturing Operations, 2519 Dana Drive, Laurinburg, NC, 28352

STE Couplers Inc, Mail: 1271 S Talt Ave, Anaheim, CA, 92806-5533, PH: 714.956.4545, TF:800.883.6188
WEB: www.stecouplers.com
Email: stedave@earthlink.net
Dave Hanger, President, TF:800.883.6188, stedave@earthlink.net

WEB: www.stellargroupinc.com
Email: nhowsare@stellargroupinc.com
Justin Archer, Pres, PH:330.769.8484, TF:800.458.5487, FX:330.769.8483, jarcher@stellargroupinc.com
Tom Conroy, Tech Sls Mgr, TF:800.458.5487, FX:734.354.2563, CL:256.263.7992, tconroy@stellargroupinc.com
Nora Howsare, Global Sls Dir, PH:330.769.8484, TF:800.458.5487, EX:127, FX:330.769.8483, nhowsare@stellargroupinc.com
Mark Roach Jr, Mktg Mgr, PH:330.769.8484, TF:800.458.5487, FX:330.769.8483, mrj@stellargroupinc.com

StillClean, Mail: 1000 Lund Blvd, Anoka, MN 55303, PH: 651.628.7657, TF: 651.628.7657, FX:763.428.8792
WEB: www.stillclean.com
Email: sales@stillclean.com
Jim Helland, Prdct Mgr, PH:800-628-7657, FX:763.428.8792, jhelland@osienw.com
Cory Nelson, GM, PH:800-628-7657, FX:763.428.8792, cnelson@osienw.com
Jim Odom, TF:800-628-7657, FX:763.428.8792, jodom@stillclean.com

WEB: www.rostrapowertrain.com
Email: info@rostrapowertrain.com
Cory Nelson, GM, TF:800-628-7657, FX:763.428.8792, cnelson@osienw.com

Roncosafety.com
WEB: www.roncosafety.com
Email: marketing@roncosafety.com
Vani Kshattriya, PH:905-660-6700, TF:877-663-7735, FX:905-660-6903, marketing@roncosafety.com

Email: info@rostrapowertrain.com

WEB: www.rocklandgear.com
Email: info@rocklandgear.com

Rancon Powertrain Controls, Mail: 2519 Dana Dr, Laurinburg, NC 28352-4000, PH: 910.291.2577
WEB: www.rostrapowertrain.com

WEB: www.rotorclip.com
Email: info@rotorclip.com

Rover Gear Controls, Mail: 2519 Dana Drive, Laurinburg, NC, 28352-4000, PH: 732.469.7333, FX:732.469.7988
WEB: www.rovergearcontrols.com
Email: info@rovergearcontrols.com

Royal Torque Converters, Mail: 645 NW 7th Ave, Ft Lauderdale, FL 33311-7306, PH: 954.761.8418, FX: 954.302.2599
Email: devinroy03@hotmail.com
Devin Roy, PH:954.761.8418, FX:954.302.2599, devinroy03@hotmail.com
POWERTRAIN AFTERMARKET SUPPLIERS

Transtar Industries (Hartford), 21 Ramah Circle, Agawam, MA, 01001-1555, Ph: 413.789.4340

Transtar Industries (Shrewsbury), 3 Polito Dr, Shrewsbury, MA, 01545-4653, Ph: 508.795.7899, T/f: 800.688.0026, Fax: 508.795.7291

Transtar Industries (Balt./Wash.), 6405 Ammendale Rd, Beltsville, MD, 20705-1203, Ph: 301.931.2496, T/f: 800.878.4249, Fax: 508.795.7291

Transtar Industries (Flint), 3201 S Grand Traverse St, Flint, MI, 48507-1700, Ph: 810.234.3437, T/f: 800.567.4515, Fax: 205.335.3550

Transtar Industries (Grand Rapids), 2915 Prairie St SW, Grandville, MI, 49418-2073, Ph: 616.249.9622, T/f: 800.326.3314, Fax: 616.249.9662

Transtar Industries (Detroit), 1587 E Whitcomb Ave Suite B, Madison Hgts, MI, 48030, Ph: 586.734.3636, T/f: 800.527.8782, Fax: 503.235.6672

Transtar Industries (Minneapolis), 3900 Jackson St NE, Minneapolis, MN, 55421-3981, Ph: 612.221.3095, T/f: 800.456.7905, Fax: 612.221.3091

Transtar Industries (Louis), 4605 World Parkway Cir, Berkeley, MO, 63134-3115, Ph: 314.428.0335, T/f: 800.446.7171, Fax: 314.428.0391

Transtar Industries (Kansas City), 1909 Vernon St, Kansas City, MO, 64116-4432, Ph: 816.241.3676, T/f: 800.741.3676, Fax: 816.241.3764

Transtar Industries (Rochester), 2135 S James Rd, Columbus, OH, 43232-3835, Ph: 614.237.2322, T/f: 800.843.3430, Fax: 614.237.2323

Transtar Industries (Portland), 1814 NE Argyle St, Portland, OR, 97211-1804, Ph: 503.235.6672, T/f: 800.345.7500, Fax: 503.235.6673

Transtar Industries (Lancaster), 451 E Ross St, Lancaster, PA, 17602-1943, Ph: 717.291.5784, T/f: 800.445.6700, Fax: 717.291.5784

Transtar Industries (Columbus), 3913 Nebraska Ave, Newportville, PA, 19056-3333, Ph: 215.788.6780, T/f: 886.750.8860, Fax: 215.788.7818

Transtar Industries (Philadelphia), 6550 Hamilton Ave, Pittsburgh, PA, 15206-4128, Ph: 412.441.7353, T/f: 800.999.5590, Fax: 412.441.4242

Transtar Industries (Pittsburgh), 718 S Edisto Ave, Columbia, SC, 29025-4317, Ph: 803.739.6111, T/f: 803.739.6111, Fax: 803.799.7210

Transtar Industries (Columbia), 1412 Antioch Pike Ste 403, Antioch, TN, 37013-2773, Ph: 615.292.9041, T/f: 877.413.1952, Fax: 615.292.9043

Transtar Industries (Knoxville), 1903 N Central St, Knoxville, TN, 37917-5414, Ph: 865.525.7364, T/f: 865.525.7364, Fax: 865.525.7305

Transtar Industries (Memphis), 2689 Longate Dr, Memphis, TN, 38132-2002, Ph: 901.345.1266, T/f: 901.345.5025, Fax: 901.345.1268

Transtar Industries (Austin), 3015 Industrial Ter, Austin, TX, 78758-7609, Ph: 512.977.8550, T/f: 888.263.1544, Fax: 512.977.8556

Transtar Industries (Dallas), 2425 Irving Blvd, Dallas, TX, 75207-6003, Ph: 214.583.9100, T/f: 800.274.2631, Fax: 214.920.7020

Transtar Industries (Fort Worth), 2504 Weaver St, Haltom City, TX, 76117-4862, Ph: 817.838.6793, T/f: 800.880.0145, Fax: 817.838.6795

Transtar Industries (Houston), 3202 Harrisburg Blvd, Houston, TX, 77003-2436, Ph: 713.228.7925, T/f: 800.456.7925, Fax: 713.221.3090

Transtar Industries (San Antonio), 1339 S Brazos St, San Antonio, TX, 78207-6931, Ph: 210.704.1040, T/f: 800.289.1457, Fax: 210.704.1040

Transtar Industries (Texarkana), 1713 Milam St, Texarkana, TX, 75501-4220, Ph: 903.392.1354, T/f: 800.527.8782, Fax: 903.792.1052

Transtar Industries (Waco), 3006 Franklin Ave, Waco, TX, 76710-7352, Ph: 254.738.1729, T/f: 866.216.7149, Fax: 254.759.1738

Transtar Industries (Salt Lake City), 3472 W 2100 S, Salt Lake City, UT, 84119-1134, Ph: 801.973.0700, T/f: 800.275.0651, Fax: 801.973.0750

Transtar Industries (Norfolk), 4840 Brookside Ct Ste 102, Norfolk, VA, 23502-2055, Ph: 757.853.1022, T/f: 800.822.6997, Fax: 757.853.1036


Transtar Industries (Spokane), 314 N Crestline St, Spokane, WA, 99202-3007, Ph: 509.535.9704, T/f: 800.876.2292, Fax: 509.535.0822

Transtar Industries (Milwaukee), 3655 N 126th St Ste F, Brookfield, WI, 53005-2423, Ph: 262.373.0911, T/f: 855.872.6782, Fax: 262.373.0912

TransTeam Employment USA, Ph: 888.859.0994
WEB: www.transsteam.com
Email: artlittle18@gmail.com
Art Little, Ph: 888.859.0994
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WEB: www.tricomponent.com
Email: sales@tricomponent.com
• Bill Altman, PH: 718.402.2400, TF: 800.366.3874, EX: 211, FX: 718.402.2345, billaltman@tricomponent.com
• Mike Attias, PH: 718.402.2400, TF: 800.366.3874, EX: 227, FX: 718.402.2345, mattsia@tricomponent.com
• Dan Avalos, PH: 718.402.2400, TF: 800.366.3874, EX: 302, FX: 718.402.2345, davalos@tricomponent.com
• Jonathan Blum, PH: 718.402.2400, TF: 800.366.3874, EX: 304, FX: 718.402.2345, jblum@tricomponent.com
• Alan Feldman, PH: 718.402.2400, TF: 800.366.3874, EX: 303, FX: 718.402.2345, afeldman@tricomponent.com
• Monty Hutman, PH: 718.402.2400, TF: 800.366.3874, EX: 301, FX: 718.402.2345, mhutman@tricomponent.com
• Merrily Ratner, PH: 718.402.2400, TF: 800.366.3874, EX: 304, FX: 718.402.2345, mratner@tricomponent.com
• Omar Ruiz, PH: 718.402.2400, TF: 800.366.3874, EX: 213, FX: 718.402.2345, oruaz@tricomponent.com

Tribco Inc., Mail: PO Box 28547, Cleveland, OH 44128-0547, Street: 18901 Cranwood Pkwy, Cleveland, OH 44128-4041, PH: 216.486.2000, FX: 216.486.2099
WEB: www.tribco.com
Email: info@tribco.com
• Nick Bade, PH: 216.486.2000, FX: 216.486.2099, nb@tribco.com
• Dave Bortz, President, PH: 216.486.2000, FX: 216.486.2099, nb@tribco.com

U.S. Shift, Mail: 207 Mistr Ln, Pickens, SC 29671-8488, PH: 864.646.8920
WEB: www.usshift.com
Email: support@usshift.com
• Kevin Andrews, Tech Suprt Mgr, PH:864.646.8902, kevinandrews@becontrols.com
• Jake Chandler, Mktg Mgr, PH:864.646.8920, jakoc@usshift.com

WEB: www.wescotransmission.com
Email: info@wescotransmission.com
• Raul Lorach, PH:787.780.6643, FX:787.785.7623, rlorach@wescotransmission.com
• Carlos Ojeda, Export, CL:787.458.1179, cojeda@wescotransmission.com

WEB: www.partsbyweller.com
Email: dolin@partsbyweller.com
• David Olin, PH:616.538.5000, TF:800.822.2375, FX:616.538.4159, dolin@partsbyweller.com

WEST COAST DIFFERENTIALS, Mail: 2429 Mercantile Dr Ste A, Rancho Cordova, CA 95742-6272, PH: 916.635.0950, TF: 800.642.0950, FX: 916.635.1105
WEB: www.differentials.com
Email: info@differentials.com

Valve Body Pro, Mail: 464 Perymont Ave, San Jose, CA 95125-1444, PH: 408.287.4500, TF: 877.811.PROS, FX: 408.297.2434
WEB: www.valvebodypros.com
Email: sales@valvebodypros.com
• Bob Sanghera, VP, PH: 408.287.4500, TF: 877.811.
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FX:256.383.9143, amontgomery@wittrans.com

TF:800.940.0197, EX:1150, FX:256.383.9143,
• Tyler Maddox, Sls, PH:256.383.9181,
  TF:800.940.0197, EX:1126, FX:256.955.6077,
  dberry@wittrans.com

Other Branches:

WIT (Birmingham), 3825 4th Ter N, Birmingham, AL, 35222, PH: 205.592.2309, TF: 800.633.3134, FX: 205.592.2171, mcole@wittrans.com

WIT (Muscle Shoals/Flowers, AL), 2809 Avalon Ave, Muscle Shoals, AL, 35661, PH: 256.383.9118, TX: 256.383.9143, scottadams@wittrans.com

• Jennifer Nelson, Sls, PH: 256.383.9181,
  TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 256.383.9143, jnelson@wittrans.com

WIT (Charleston, SC), 3126 Hwy 17, Charleston, SC, 29412, PH: 843.769.1001, TF: 800.940.0197, EX: 1290, FX: 843.769.1001, dradocic@wittrans.com

• Jennifer Nelson, Sls, PH: 256.383.9181,
  TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 256.383.9143, jnelson@wittrans.com

WIT (Evansville), 509 N 9th Ave, Evansville, IN, 47712-5219, PH: 800.423.4199, TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 812.426.7382

WIT (Indianapolis), 1508 S Keystone Ave, Indianapolis, IN, 46203-2188, PH: 317.471.8790, TF: 800.940.0197, EX: 1354, FX: 317.426.2683, cmack@wittrans.com

• Jennifer Nelson, Sls, PH: 256.383.9181,
  TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 256.383.9143, jnelson@wittrans.com

WIT (Atlanta), 17008 McCobb Dr SE, Smyrna, GA, 30080-2433, PH: 770.433.8317, TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 770.433.8931

• Jennifer Nelson, Sls, PH: 256.383.9181,
  TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 256.383.9143, jnelson@wittrans.com

WIT (Evansville), 509 N 9th Ave, Evansville, IN, 47712-5219, PH: 800.423.4199, TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 812.426.7382

WIT (Indianapolis), 1508 S Keystone Ave, Indianapolis, IN, 46203-2188, PH: 317.471.8790, TF: 800.940.0197, EX: 1354, FX: 317.426.2683, cmack@wittrans.com

• Jennifer Nelson, Sls, PH: 256.383.9181,
  TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 256.383.9143, jnelson@wittrans.com

WIT (Atlanta), 17008 McCobb Dr SE, Smyrna, GA, 30080-2433, PH: 770.433.8317, TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 770.433.8931

• Jennifer Nelson, Sls, PH: 256.383.9181,
  TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 256.383.9143, jnelson@wittrans.com

WIT (Evansville), 509 N 9th Ave, Evansville, IN, 47712-5219, PH: 800.423.4199, TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 812.426.7382

WIT (Indianapolis), 1508 S Keystone Ave, Indianapolis, IN, 46203-2188, PH: 317.471.8790, TF: 800.940.0197, EX: 1354, FX: 317.426.2683, cmack@wittrans.com

• Jennifer Nelson, Sls, PH: 256.383.9181,
  TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 256.383.9143, jnelson@wittrans.com

WIT (Atlanta), 17008 McCobb Dr SE, Smyrna, GA, 30080-2433, PH: 770.433.8317, TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 770.433.8931

• Jennifer Nelson, Sls, PH: 256.383.9181,
  TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 256.383.9143, jnelson@wittrans.com

WIT (Evansville), 509 N 9th Ave, Evansville, IN, 47712-5219, PH: 800.423.4199, TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 812.426.7382

WIT (Indianapolis), 1508 S Keystone Ave, Indianapolis, IN, 46203-2188, PH: 317.471.8790, TF: 800.940.0197, EX: 1354, FX: 317.426.2683, cmack@wittrans.com

• Jennifer Nelson, Sls, PH: 256.383.9181,
  TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 256.383.9143, jnelson@wittrans.com

WIT (Atlanta), 17008 McCobb Dr SE, Smyrna, GA, 30080-2433, PH: 770.433.8317, TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 770.433.8931

• Jennifer Nelson, Sls, PH: 256.383.9181,
  TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 256.383.9143, jnelson@wittrans.com
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TF: 800.940.0197, EX: 2506, FX: 210.384.9104, jgonzalez@wittrans.com
• Nancy Munoz, Branch Mgr, Ph: 210.384.9778, TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 210.384.9104, nmunoz@wittrans.com
• Richard Sanchez, Sls, Ph: 210.384.9778, TF: 800.940.0197, EX: 2508, FX: 210.384.9104, rsanchez@wittrans.com

WIT (Salt Lake City), 788 W 1355 S, Salt Lake City, UT, 84104-1637, Ph: 801.906.0696, TF: 800.940.0197
• Ed Riley, Brch Mgr, Ph: 801.906.0696, TF: 800.940.0197, EX: 2663, eriley@wittrans.com

WIT (Richmond), 5393 Glen Alden Dr, Richmond, VA, 23231-4343, Ph: 804.226.7812, TF: 800.940.0197, FX: 804.226.7816
• Angela Muns, Sls, Ph: 804.226.7812, TF: 800.940.0197, EX: 2499, FX: 330., amuns@wittrans.com
• Lisa Revis, Region Mgr, Ph: 804.226.7812, TF: 800.940.0197, EX: 2497, FX: 330., irevis@wittrans.com

WEB: www.winonavannorman.com
Email: info@winonavannorman.com
• Paul Enegren, Pres, TF: 800.533.8008, EX: 228, FX: 316.219.3510, info@winonavannorman.com
• Tim Ens, Parts Mgr, TF: 800.533.8008, EX: 216, FX: 316.219.3510, tens@winonavannorman.com
• Lisa Hargrove, VP Sls & Mktg, Ph: 316.219.3500, TF: 800.533.8008, FX: 316.219.3510

Wolfpack Enterprises (Cores), Mail: 194 Seminary Hill Rd, Manchester, TN 37355-7712, Ph: 931.954.6184, FX: 931.241.6638
Email: wolfpackenterprises@hotmail.com
• Hal Hoke, Owner, Ph: 931.954.6184, FX: 931.241.6638, CL: 931.434.5224, wolfpackenterprises@hotmail.com

WEB: www.zumbrotadrivetrain.com
Email: sales@zumbrotadrivetrain.com
• Neal Hollingsworth, Mktg Dir, TF: 800.658.2537, EX: 5587, FX: 425.514.3479, neal.hollingsworth@randysworldwide.com
• Kevin Shakeshaft, Ph: 507.732.7994, TF: 800.658.2537, FX: 507.732.5432